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They dream of a system where price change can be done instantly without the need to

commission an Engineer, among other challenges.

This is precisely where Epump comes into play. Leveraging cutting-edge technology, Epump

effectively bridges these gaps, granting station owners real-time access to their daily sales

activities and empowering them to efficiently manage their stations remotely. But it doesn't

stop there. Through a combination of hardware and cloud computing, Epump oversees the

entire process from the depot to the fuel tank, providing end-to-end solutions to the challenges

faced by station owners.

Our customers have experienced and benefited from this solution. For firsthand accounts, you

can watch their testimonials on our YouTube Channel - @epumpafrica.

To discover more about Epump and its services, follow us on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram,

and LinkedIn @epumpafrica

Disclaimer: The views and opinions expressed in this article are solely those of the author.
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by station owners and how Epump stands

at the forefront, offering impeccable

solutions that have significantly

contributed to the growth and expansion

of our customer base.

Managing a fuel station or multiple

stations in Nigeria is no easy feat. It

encompasses various critical aspects

such as fuel inventory, sales operations,

regulatory compliance, customer service,

staff management, safety standards,

supply chain intricacies, market

fluctuations, and adapting to

technological advancements within the oil

and gas industry.

Conducting a brief survey among station

owners and management would reveal

diverse daily challenges. These may

range from lacking comprehensive

oversight of station activities, managing

processes from the moment trucks leave

depots to reaching the stations, grappling

with the complexities of price changes,

facing product price hikes due to

deregulation for independent owners, and

coping with the questionable characters

of some managers and attendants.

Many envision scenarios where they can

access detailed sales transactions without

physically being present at the station,

the head of retail who resides in Lagos

would want to know want goes on in a

tank in Zamfara state. 

elcome back to our

newsletter series, where

we explore the

extraordinary world of

automation. In this edition,

we delve into the

challenges encountered
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Epump is a technology company that provides fuel station owners with the tools and technology
to streamline operations, boost revenue, and deliver exceptional customer service.
epump@fuelmetrics.com.ng
+2348036096226
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Note:
PMS Pump Prices

All USD per litre prices are sourced from Globalpetrolprices.com EXCEPT for Nigeria.
Naira per litre price for ALL was calculated by MOMAN using exchange rate 1 USD = 1,196NGN.

AGO Pump Prices
All USD per litre prices are sourced from Globalpetrolprices.com EXCEPT for Nigeria.
Naira per litre price for ALL was calculated by MOMAN using exchange rate 1 USD = 1,196NGN.
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